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DfP KA2 project "Arts Empowering Youth Work" has
been approved
A new strategic partnership project following the Drums for Peace methodology will start
out in autumn, during which time there will also be held the DfP general meeting.
Besides, some more on one of the ACTOR's latest projects can be read below.

The Erasmus+ (EC/EU) National

Agency in Finland has granted

funding which will make it possible

for DfP to carry out an 18 month

educational project, with tangible

results to be produced throughout this

time. The grant applicant and leading

organization is Helsinki Pioneers (FI),

and which will coordinate the

activities together with the following

DfP partners: ACTOR (RO), Arci La

Quercia (IT), ARTTRAIN (DK) and

GAIAC (PT). The main goal of the

project is to promote the Drums for

Peace art-based methodology which is

using participative arts to empower

young people. There will be 3

international staffmeetings in

Copenhagen, Helsiniki and Porto.

The first one, happening in October,

will be the kick-offmeeting with

planning and setting up agreements,

whilst the 2nd will be held for mid-

term evaluation and report. The final

meeting will be a dissemination event

targeting stakeholders including

youth policy representatives and

media. Moreover, there will be also 2

learning mobilities in Cinisello

Balsamo, Italy and in Sammalniemi,

Finland, which will train 36 youth

workers to fully engage in DfP

activities and learn how to conduct

youth exchanges with youngsters on a

multicultural level.

The project is also meant to produce

outcomes such as digital material with

methodology and video tutorials on

how to plan and implement art-based

youth exchanges, work with

youngsters and artists successfully,

become a DfP youth worker, create

DfP-like partnerships and all of this

will be based on a research

undertaken throughout the 18

months of the project. The research is

needed in order to have clear and

scientific ground regarding how our

projects affect the youth and if they

are worth it in the long run

concerning youngsters' future

development.

The partnership also aims at

extending the benefits of the project

by acting from a sustainable point of

view. This actual strategic partnership

will offer the external organizations

the opportunity to adopt our model of

working with youth through arts, and

to become part of our network should

they become interested in it. There

will also be time for proposals for new

projects and partnerships, which we

hope will be also reinforcing the

capacity and profile of our Drums for

Peace association.

As it has been two years now since

our last big DfP meeting in Portugal,

it is time that our partners gather

together again in October this year, in

Copenhagen, where the meeting will

be hosted by ARTTRAIN. It will be a

two day event during which each

partner organization will appoint one

representative, while there will be

three artists attending and

representing the DfP artists'

association. The meeting will offer the

members time for hearing the

Chairman's report on DfP

association's activities on the past two

years, current issues if any, and also

future plans and working strategy.

Also, financial aspects such as actual

and future DfP budget and approval,

accounts check and members'

proposals regarding various topics

(e.g. constitution) affecting the

network will be debated on. The

meeting will also give time for

electing new roles for the members,

e.g. chairman, board members,

deputies and auditors, but also there

will be open space sessions when

participants will discuss new project

proposals, do workshops on different

topics related to projects and

supporting program etc.

Drums for Peace general meeting



ME+NTOR was a project coordinated

by A.C.T.O.R. - Asociatia Culturala

pentru Teatru si Origami din

Romania between October 2017 and

April 2018, with the financial support

ofErasmus Plus Program.

Participants from 11 countries

(Romania, France, Hungary, Poland,

Italy, Spain, Belgium, Lithuania,

Estonia, Portugal and Greece) had to

be actively involved in 35 job shadows

(between October 2017 and April

2018) and in a training course hold in

Codlea, Romania (April 2018) in

order to explore and analyze the EVS

realities of the organizations involved

and contribute to development of a

Compendium for MENTORs in EVS

context.

ME+ main aim was to create

a debate and cooperation

area for all the participants-

EVS specialists (mentors,

coordinators, different other

local stakeholders etc.)

about how the quality of the

mentors' support for young

people with few

opportunities involved in

the EVS projects can

increase.

ME+ had a direct contribution to the

improvement of the quality activities

in the youth field within the partner

organizations, putting in light the

importance of the mentoring quality

and of the right support that young

people with few opportunities need to

be able to access the working market.

The tangible result of this project is

the Compendium, a collection of

tools and methods for mentoring in

EVS, that soon will be shared in our

networks and on Salto to promote

mentoring good practices in a wider

range.
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